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Last Letters from Stanley - Ricky Phillips
2021-04
As the firing died down and the merciless
bombardment ended, the Argentine forces in
and around Stanley, the capital of the Falkland
Islands, were forced to surrender. As the
detritus of war was burned or buried over time,
healing the scars across the land, which faded
faster than the scars in the minds of the men
who fought in this terrible conflict, one bundle of
papers survived. They were the letters which
never made it home on the last flight out of the
war zone before the final battle ended: the
letters of a group of Argentine soldiers who
recount the hope and the horror of their daily
lives alongside some of the most dramatic and
famous events in the war's history, telling the
story as it is - gritty and visceral - against the
backdrop of the war which the junta's press
machine tells their families they are winning.
Carrying the hopes of their nation on their
shoulders, the men who fought the war for a
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

place they called "Malvinas" - a place they were
taught to love but never knew - tell the untold
story of the war first hand. As veteran historian
Ricky D Phillips fills in the canvas around them
and tells the story of the Argentine army at war,
of the men who fought in the conflict, and
attempts to track down the authors of the Last
Letters from Stanley.
The Queens of Animation - Nathalia Holt
2019-10-22
From the bestselling author of Rise of the Rocket
Girls, the untold, "richly detailed" story of the
women of Walt Disney Studios, who shaped the
iconic films that have enthralled generations
(Margot Lee Shetterly, New York Times
bestselling author of Hidden Figures). From
Snow White to Moana, from Pinocchio to Frozen,
the animated films of Walt Disney Studios have
moved and entertained millions. But few fans
know that behind these groundbreaking features
was an incredibly influential group of women
who fought for respect in an often ruthless male2/27
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dominated industry and who have slipped under
the radar for decades. In The Queens of
Animation, bestselling author Nathalia Holt tells
their dramatic stories for the first time, showing
how these women infiltrated the boys' club of
Disney's story and animation departments and
used early technologies to create the rich
artwork and unforgettable narratives that have
become part of the American canon. As the
influence of Walt Disney Studios grew -- and
while battling sexism, domestic abuse, and
workplace intimidation -- these women also
fought to transform the way female characters
are depicted to young audiences. With gripping
storytelling, and based on extensive interviews
and exclusive access to archival and personal
documents, The Queens of Animation reveals the
vital contributions these women made to
Disney's Golden Age and their continued impact
on animated filmmaking, culminating in the
record-shattering Frozen, Disney's first femaledirected full-length feature film. A Best Book of
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

2019: Library Journal, Christian Science
Monitor, and Financial Times
Exocet Falklands - Ewen Southby-Tailyour
2014-04-02
“A fascinating account of three SAS missions to
counter the Exocet missile . . . from ill-thought
out ideas to near suicidal one-way trips onto
enemy soil.”—Soldier Magazine This is a
revelatory account of three un-tabulated special
forces operations, PLUM DUFF, MIKADO and
KETTLEDRUM, that were tasked to destroy
Argentina’s Exocet missiles during the 1982
Falkland’s campaign. Interviews with the SAS
officer commanding Operation PLUM DUFF,
members of the reconnaissance patrol for
Operation MIKADO, plus the navigator of the
helicopter that flew eight troopers into Tierra
del Fuego, has allowed the author to describe
the tortuous events that led, instead, to a
significant survival story. The RAF pilots ordered
to conduct an “assault-landing” of two Hercules
onto Rio Grande air base during Operation
3/27
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MIKADO have spoken of the extraordinary
procedures they developed: so have the
commander of the SBS and the captain of the
British submarine involved in Operation
KETTLEDRUM. The Super Étendard pilots who
sank HMS Sheffield and MV Atlantic Conveyor
and then “attacked” HMS Invincible, plus a key
member of the Argentine special forces and the
brigadier defending Rio Grande, add credence,
depth and gravitas to the saga: as does an
equally revealing interview with the SIS (MI6)
officer who led the world-wide search for
Exocets on the black market. Disturbing overconfidence by commanders at home was finely
counter-balanced by stirring accounts of
inspiring physical and moral courage across the
South Atlantic. Exocet Falklands is a groundbreaking work of investigative military history
from which many salutary lessons can be
learned. “Between politics, diplomacy and
barbouzeries, this well-documented work will
lead you in the arcane of what should have
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

changed the course of this war.”—Air Fan
Restricted Data - Alex Wellerstein 2021-04-09
"Nuclear weapons, since their conception, have
been the subject of secrecy. In the months after
the dropping of the atomic bombs on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, the American scientific
establishment, the American government, and
the American public all wrestled with what was
called the "problem of secrecy," wondering not
only whether secrecy was appropriate and
effective as a means of controlling this new
technology but also whether it was compatible
with the country's core values. Out of a messy
context of propaganda, confusion, spy scares,
and the grave counsel of competing groups of
scientists, what historian Alex Wellerstein calls a
"new regime of secrecy" was put into place. It
was unlike any other previous or since. Nuclear
secrets were given their own unique legal
designation in American law ("restricted data"),
one that operates differently than all other forms
of national security classification and exists to
4/27
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this day. Drawing on massive amounts of
declassified files, including records released by
the government for the first time at the author's
request, Restricted Data is a narrative account
of nuclear secrecy and the tensions and
uncertainty that built as the Cold War continued.
In the US, both science and democracy are
pitted against nuclear secrecy, and this makes
its history uniquely compelling and timely"-Generation Kill - Evan Wright 2005-02-01
Based on Evan Wright's National Magazine
Award-winning story in Rolling Stone, this is the
raw, firsthand account of the 2003 Iraq invasion
that inspired the HBO® original mini-series.
Within hours of 9/11, America’s war on terrorism
fell to those like the twenty-three Marines of the
First Recon Battalion, the first generation
dispatched into open-ended combat since
Vietnam. They were a new pop-culture breed of
American warrior unrecognizable to their
forebears—soldiers raised on hip hop, video
games and The Real World. Cocky, brave,
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

headstrong, wary and mostly unprepared for the
physical, emotional and moral horrors ahead, the
“First Suicide Battalion” would spearhead the
blitzkrieg on Iraq, and fight against the hardest
resistance Saddam had to offer. Hailed as “one
of the best books to come out of the Iraq
war”(Financial Times), Generation Kill is the
funny, frightening, and profane firsthand
account of these remarkable men, of the
personal toll of victory, and of the randomness,
brutality and camaraderie of a new American
War.
Bandit Country - Toby Harnden 2010-03-10
South Armagh was first described as "Bandit
Country" by Merlyn Rees when he was Northern
Ireland's Secretary of State, and for nearly three
decades it has been the most dangerous posting
in the world for soldiers. Toby Harnden has
stripped away the myth and propaganda
associated with South Armagh to produce one of
the most compelling and important books of the
subject. Drawing on secret documents and
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interviews in South Armagh’s recent history, he
tells the inside story of how the IRA came close
to bringing the British state to its knees. For the
first time, the identities of the men behind the
South Quay and Manchester bombings are
revealed. Packed with new information,Bandit
Countrypenetrates the IRA and the security
forces in South Armagh.
Pearl Harbor - Gordon W. Prange 2014-05-06
The New York Times–bestselling authors of
Miracle at Midway delve into the surprise attack
on Pearl Harbor during WWII in “a superb work
of history” (Albuquerque Journal Magazine). In
the predawn hours of December 7, 1941, a
Japanese carrier group sailed toward Hawaii. A
few minutes before 8:00 a.m., they received the
order to rain death on the American base at
Pearl Harbor, sinking dozens of ships,
destroying hundreds of airplanes, and taking the
lives of over two thousand servicemen. The
carnage lasted only two hours, but more than
seventy years later, terrible questions remain
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

unanswered. How did the Japanese slip past the
American radar? Why were the Hawaiian
defense forces so woefully underprepared?
What, if anything, did American intelligence
know before the first Japanese pilot shouted
“Tora! Tora! Tora!”? In this incomparable
volume, Pearl Harbor experts Gordon W. Prange,
Donald M. Goldstein, and Katherine V. Dillon
tackle dozens of thorny issues in an attempt to
determine who was at fault for one of the most
shocking military disasters in history.
War Girls - Tochi Onyebuchi 2020-09-08
Two sisters are torn apart by war and must fight
their way back to each other in a futuristic,
Black Panther-inspired Nigeria. The year is
2172. Climate change and nuclear disasters have
rendered much of earth unlivable. Only the lucky
ones have escaped to space colonies in the sky.
In a war-torn Nigeria, battles are fought using
flying, deadly mechs and soldiers are outfitted
with bionic limbs and artificial organs meant to
protect them from the harsh, radiation-heavy
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climate. Across the nation, as the years-long civil
war wages on, survival becomes the only way of
life. Two sisters, Onyii and Ify, dream of more.
Their lives have been marked by violence and
political unrest. Still, they dream of peace, of
hope, of a future together. And they're willing to
fight an entire war to get there. Acclaimed
author, Tochi Onyebuchi, has written an
immersive, action-packed, deeply personal novel
perfect for fans of Nnedi Okorafor, Marie Lu,
and Paolo Bacigalupi.
Under Fire: The Untold Story of the Attack
in Benghazi - Fred Burton 2013-09-03
The New York Times bestselling inside account
of the attack against the U.S. diplomatic and
intelligence outposts in Benghazi, Libya On the
night of September 11, 2012, the American
diplomatic mission at Benghazi, Libya, came
under ferocious attack by a heavily armed group
of Islamic terrorists. The prolonged firefight, and
the attack hours later on a nearby CIA outpost,
resulted in the deaths of four Americans,
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

including the American ambassador to Libya,
Christopher Stevens, the Information Officer,
Sean Smith, and two former Navy SEALs, Tyrone
Woods and Glen Doherty, working for the
Central Intelligence Agency. After the fall of
Qaddafi, Benghazi was transformed into a
hotbed of fundamentalist fervor and a den of
spies for the northern half of the African
continent. Moreover, it became the center of
gravity for terrorist groups strategically situated
in the violent whirlwinds of the Arab Spring. On
the eleventh anniversary of the 9/11 attacks
against the United States, a group of heavily
armed Islamic terrorists had their sights set on
the U.S. diplomatic and intelligence presence in
the city. Based on the exclusive cooperation of
eyewitnesses and confidential sources within the
intelligence, diplomatic, and military
communities, Fred Burton and Samuel M. Katz
reveal for the first time the terrifying twelvehour ordeal confronted by Ambassador
Christopher Stevens, Sean Smith, his Diplomatic
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Security (DS) contingent, and the CIA security
specialists who raced to rescue them. More than
just the minute-by-minute narrative of a
desperate last stand in the midst of an anarchic
rebellion, Under Fire is an inspiring testament to
the bravery and selflessness of the men and
women who put their country first while serving
in one of the most dangerous regions in the
world.
Leave No Man Behind - Tony Brooks 2021-08-10
A story of courage, perseverance, and patriotism
behind the 75th Ranger Regiment's rescue
mission following one of the deadliest Special
Ops incidents in Afghanistan—a grueling search
for twelve Navy SEAL casualties and eight
downed Night Stalkers . . . but just one lone
survivor On June 28th, 2005, a four-man Navy
SEAL reconnaissance team under Operation Red
Wings was ambushed in northeastern
Afghanistan—as depicted in the book and film
Lone Survivor. A quick reaction force was
dispatched. Turbine 33, carrying eight Navy
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

SEALs and eight members of the 160th Special
Operations Aviation Regiment, was struck by a
rocket propelled grenade—careening the dual
rotor Chinook toward the rugged peak of
Sawtalo Sar. The result was the single deadliest
incident in Special Operations history at the
time. Commanders called on the largest element
of US Special Forces, the 75th Ranger Regiment.
The rescue mission: Operation Red Wings II.
Author Tony Brooks gives a first-hand account of
the daring recovery of Turbine 33 and the
subsequent search for the remaining
compromised Navy SEAL recon team—one of
whom was Marcus Luttrell, the lone survivor.
The Rangers were up against lack of intel,
treacherous terrain, violent weather, and an
enemy that was raised to fight. Tony Brooks
lived—and many of his fellow Rangers died—by
the axiom, “Leave No Man Behind.” He is the
first to tell the story other books and films have
omitted, one of overcoming overwhelming odds
to accomplish a mission: to bring every
8/27
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American soldier home.
Africans - John Iliffe 2017-07-13
An updated and comprehensive single-volume
history covering all periods from human origins
to contemporary African situations.
Invasion 1982 - Graham Bound 2016-01
Falkland Islanders were the first British people
to come under enemy occupation since the
Channel Islanders during the Second World War.
This book tells how islanders' warnings were
ignored in London, how their slim defenses gave
way to a massive invasion, and how they
survived occupation.While some established a
cautiously pragmatic modus vivendi with the
occupiers, some Islanders opted for active
resistance. Others joined advancing British
troops, transporting ammunition and leading
men to the battlefields. Islanders' leaders and
'trouble makers' faced internal exile, and whole
settlements were imprisoned, becoming virtual
hostages. A new chapter about Falklands history
since 1982 reveals that while the Falklands have
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

benefited greatly from Britain s ongoing
commitment to them, a cold war continues in the
south Atlantic. To the annoyance of the
Argentines, the islands have prospered, and may
now be poised on the brink of an oil bonanza."
The Falklands War - Martin Middlebrook
2012-04-19
With the sudden Argentine invasion of the
remote Falkland Islands on 2 April 1982 the
United Kingdom found itself at war. Due to the
resolve of a determined Prime Minister and the
resourcefulness of the Armed Forces, a Task
Force, code named Operation CORPORATE, was
quickly dispatched.Remarkably just over two
months later, the Islands were liberated and the
invaders defeated. By any standards this was a
remarkable feat of all arms cooperation made
possible by political resolve, sound planning,
strong leadership and the courage and
determination of the combatants.Martin
Middlebrook, one of the most skillful historians
of the 20th Century, has weaved the many
9/27
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strands of this extraordinary military
achievement into a fascinating, thorough and
highly readable account of the Campaign.For a
full understanding of what it took to win this war
there will be no better account to read than this.
Not a Good Day to Die - Sean Naylor
2005-03-01
Award-winning combat journalist Sean Naylor
reveals a firsthand account of the largest battle
fought by American military forces in
Afghanistan in an attempt to destroy al-Qaeda
and Taliban forces. At dawn on March 2, 2002,
America's first major battle of the 21st century
began. Over 200 soldiers of the 101st Airborne
and 10th Mountain Division flew into
Afghanistan's Shah-i-Kot Valley—and into the
mouth of a buzz saw. They were about to pay a
bloody price for strategic, high-level
miscalculations that underestimated the enemy's
strength and willingness to fight. Naylor, an
eyewitness to the battle, details the failures of
military intelligence and planning, while vividly
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

portraying the astonishing heroism of these
young, untested US soldiers. Denied the extra
support with which they trained, these troops
nevertheless proved their worth in brutal
combat and prevented an American military
disaster.
The Rise and Fall of Osama bin Laden - Peter L.
Bergen 2021-08-03
The world’s leading expert on Osama bin Laden
delivers for the first time the “riveting” (The
New York Times) definitive biography of a man
who set the course of American foreign policy
for the 21st century and whose ideological heirs
we continue to battle today. In The Rise and Fall
of Osama bin Laden, Peter Bergan provides the
first reevaluation of the man responsible for
precipitating America’s long war with al-Qaeda
and its decedents, capturing bin Laden in all the
dimensions of his life: as a family man, as a
zealot, as a battlefield commander, as a terrorist
leader, and as a fugitive. The book sheds light on
his many contradictions: he was the son of a
10/27
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billionaire yet insisted his family live like
paupers. He adored his wives and children,
depending on his two wives, both of whom had
PhDs, to make critical strategic decisions. Yet,
he also brought ruin to his family. He was
fanatically religious but willing to kill thousands
of civilians in the name of Islam. He inspired
deep loyalty, yet, in the end, his bodyguards
turned against him. And while he inflicted the
most lethal act of mass murder in United States
history, he failed to achieve any of his strategic
goals. In his final years, the lasting image we
have of bin Laden is of an aging man with a
graying beard watching old footage of himself,
just as another dad flipping through the
channels with his remote. In the end, bin Laden
died in a squalid suburban compound, far from
the front lines of his holy war. And yet, despite
that unheroic denouement, his ideology lives on.
Thanks to exclusive interviews with family
members and associates, and documents
unearthed only recently, Bergen’s
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

“comprehensive, authoritative, and compelling”
(H.R. McMaster, author of Dereliction of Duty
and Battlegrounds: The Fight to Defend the Free
World) portrait of Osama bin Laden reveals for
the first time who he really was and why he
continues to inspire a new generation of
jihadists.
Wearing the Green Beret - Jake Olafsen
2012-01-17
With the authenticity of Jarhead and Bravo Two
Zero and the straight-up narrative of Contact
Charlie, this military memoir describes what
really goes on in the training of an elite soldier
and his tours in Afghanistan. In 2004, Jake
Olafsen signed up for the Royal Marines
Commandos. He left everything behind at home
in Canada on the basis of a spur-of-the-moment
decision. The Royal Marines have the toughest
and longest basic training of any infantry unit in
the world. For Olafson, this meant eight months
of wet and cold in England and Wales. It was
hell, but he came out with the four Commando
11/27
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qualities that the corps look for: courage,
determination, unselfishness, cheerfulness in the
face of adversity. Olafsen went on to serve for
four years as a Commando in the Royal Marines,
an elite military unit based in the United
Kingdom. He went to Afghanistan twice: in 2006,
he went to confront the Taliban in Helmand
Province for six months, and in 2007, he was
sent to do it all over again. His story is filled
with good experiences, like the sense of
accomplishment, patriotism, and camaraderie,
and the opportunity to travel the world. But all
good things come at a price. The sacrifices he
made for the Corps are significant; he has killed
the enemy and he has buried his friends. And in
telling his story, Olafsen hopes that he can make
sense of it all. This is an honest, gutsy story
about the mud and the blood, the triumphs and
the tragedies. From the Hardcover edition.
No Tougher Duty, No Greater Honor - GySgt
L. Bussler 2017-07-27
An autobiographical account of one US Marine
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

Reservists tours as a Mortuary Affairs Marine.
His story begins in 2002 as an everyday postal
letter carrier in Springfield, Ohio when he gets
the call to muster. In the next three years, his
life is thrust onto the world stage as an active
participant in combat. His unique experiences as
an MA (Mortuary Affairs) Marine puts him and
his fellow teammates directly into the path of
war. Told in first person view, read what it was
like to witness a despotic regime crumble, walk
the streets of terrorist held cities on foot patrols,
go on Search and Recovery missions to recover
the fallen off of battlefields, and feel the sting of
loss of a friend to the harsh realities of war.
These are the stories that are never spoken, by a
Marine who was there, to return the fallen home
with honor. A portion of each sale of a physical
book will be donated to three separate nonprofit
charities. Semperfifund.org,
Eodwarriorfoundation.org, and WWIAF.org.
S.S. Ceramic - Clare Hardy 2006
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The Dead Hand - David Hoffman 2010-08-03
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE The first full
account of how the Cold War arms race finally
came to a close, this riveting narrative history
sheds new light on the people who struggled to
end this era of massive overkill, and examines
the legacy of the nuclear, chemical, and
biological weapons that remain a threat today.
Drawing on memoirs, interviews in both Russia
and the US, and classified documents from deep
inside the Kremlin, David E. Hoffman examines
the inner motives and secret decisions of each
side and details the deadly stockpiles that
remained unsecured as the Soviet Union
collapsed. This is the fascinating story of how
Reagan, Gorbachev, and a previously unheralded
collection of scientists, soldiers, diplomats, and
spies changed the course of history.
Excursion to Hell - Vincent Bramley 1992
Krigserindringer. Underkorporal Vincent
Bramley, der var tjenstgørende ved "3 Para" en
britisk faldskærmsjægerenhed, skriver, hvad han
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

så og følte under Falklandskrigen 1982, og de
strabadser både de britiske og argentinske
soldater blev udsat for under krigen.
The Managed Casualty - Leonard Broom
2016-07-26
THIS STUDY is an assessment of one major
aspect of the adjustment of Japanese Americans
to the series of events comprising their removal
from the communities of the Pacific Coast early
in World War II, their sequestration in
temporary centers under governmental control,
and their eventual release. It is in a sense an
“impact” study in that attention is directed
toward the effects administrative policies had on
family groups and the resources these groups
commanded to adapt to and ameliorate the
conditions imposed upon them. The
preoccupation of the present study is easily
justified. The importance of the family, in Japan
as well as in the organization of the Japanese
communities in the United States, makes this
aspect of the social organization of the minority
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group a major concern for a rounded
understanding of the evacuation. The relevance
of the family as the unit of study is also indicated
by the administrative policy which explicitly
directed that family units be maintained in the
processing of the population through the
evacuation and relocation programs.
The Afghanistan Papers - Craig Whitlock
2021-08-31
A Washington Post Best Book of 2021 The #1
New York Times bestselling investigative story
of how three successive presidents and their
military commanders deceived the public year
after year about America’s longest war,
foreshadowing the Taliban’s recapture of
Afghanistan, by Washington Post reporter and
three-time Pulitzer Prize finalist Craig Whitlock.
Unlike the wars in Vietnam and Iraq, the US
invasion of Afghanistan in 2001 had nearunanimous public support. At first, the goals
were straightforward and clear: defeat al-Qaeda
and prevent a repeat of 9/11. Yet soon after the
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

United States and its allies removed the Taliban
from power, the mission veered off course and
US officials lost sight of their original objectives.
Distracted by the war in Iraq, the US military
become mired in an unwinnable guerrilla
conflict in a country it did not understand. But
no president wanted to admit failure, especially
in a war that began as a just cause. Instead, the
Bush, Obama, and Trump administrations sent
more and more troops to Afghanistan and
repeatedly said they were making progress, even
though they knew there was no realistic
prospect for an outright victory. Just as the
Pentagon Papers changed the public’s
understanding of Vietnam, The Afghanistan
Papers contains “fast-paced and vivid” (The New
York Times Book Review) revelation after
revelation from people who played a direct role
in the war from leaders in the White House and
the Pentagon to soldiers and aid workers on the
front lines. In unvarnished language, they admit
that the US government’s strategies were a
14/27
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mess, that the nation-building project was a
colossal failure, and that drugs and corruption
gained a stranglehold over their allies in the
Afghan government. All told, the account is
based on interviews with more than 1,000
people who knew that the US government was
presenting a distorted, and sometimes entirely
fabricated, version of the facts on the ground.
Documents unearthed by The Washington Post
reveal that President Bush didn’t know the name
of his Afghanistan war commander—and didn’t
want to meet with him. Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld admitted that he had “no
visibility into who the bad guys are.” His
successor, Robert Gates, said: “We didn’t know
jack shit about al-Qaeda.” The Afghanistan
Papers is a “searing indictment of the deceit,
blunders, and hubris of senior military and
civilian officials” (Tom Bowman, NRP Pentagon
Correspondent) that will supercharge a longoverdue reckoning over what went wrong and
forever change the way the conflict is
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

remembered.
Raid! - Richard Baron 2009-04-02
The orders came from Patton himself: Take a
strike force behind enemy lines--with no air or
ground support--and liberate a POW camp at
Hammelburg, where Patton's son-in-law was
held. Captain Abe Baum and an armored task
force answered the call, crashing through an
enemy-held town, plunging into German
territory, and fighting their way to Hammelburg.
With the German army closing in around them,
the raiders kept going, until they had liberated
1,500 prisoners of war. Baum's Raiders had just
achieved an impossible objective. Now they had
to get back out....RAID! Written by the men who
were there, Raid! is the gripping real-life story of
a controversial mission in the heart of World
War II. From the belly of a Sherman Tank pelted
with enemy fire to the POWs waiting behind
barbed wire, this is a thrilling, you-are-there
chronicle of human courage--in the face of
impossible odds.
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Dead Men Risen - Toby Harnden 2014-11-17
Dead Men Risen, winner of the prestigious
Orwell Prize for Books, is the epic story of a
beleaguered British battle group fighting
desperately to prevent the Taliban from seizing
Afghanistan's Helmand province just as the U.S.
Marines arrive to take over. Bestselling author
Toby Harnden describes how men from the coal
mining valleys and slate quarry villages of Wales
found themselves in the most intense combat
faced by British troops for a generation.
Underequipped and overstretched, the fighting
prowess of the Welsh Guards in the killing fields
of Sangin and Nawa awed the U.S. Marines.
NATO commander General Stanley McChrystal,
who was awaiting a response to his urgent
request to President Barack Obama for more
troops, hailed their "burn-in-your-gut passion."
Harnden was on the ground with the Welsh
Guards in Helmand in 2009. He gained access to
a trove of secret military documents and
conducted nearly three hundred interviews in
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

Afghanistan, England, Wales, and the United
States to produce this timeless and profound
account of men at war. Commanding the Welsh
Guards was Lieutenant Colonel Rupert
Thorneloe, a passionate believer in the justness
of the war who was dismayed by the military and
political incompetence surrounding it. In chilling
detail, Harnden reveals how and why
Thorneloe—the first British battalion
commander to die in action since the 1982
Falklands War—was killed by an IED during
Operation Panther’s Claw. By the time the
fighting was over, almost no rank had been
spared. From the searing heat of the poppy
fields and the mud compounds of Helmand to
the dreaded knock on the door back home, the
reader is transported there. Harnden weaves the
experiences of the soldiers, their historical
forbears and the flawed NATO strategy into a
masterly narrative. No other book about modern
conflict succeeds on so many levels. Dead Men
Risen is essential for anyone who wants to
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understand the reality of the Afghan war for the
U.S and its allies.
War is a Racket - Smedley Butler 2018-01-19
War Is a Racket is a speech and a 1935 short
book, by Smedley D. Butler, a retired United
States Marine Corps Major General and twotime Medal of Honor recipient. Based on his
career military experience, Butler frankly
discusses how business interests commercially
benefit (including war profiteering) from
warfare. He had been appointed commanding
officer of the Gendarmerie during the United
States occupation of Haiti, which lasted from
1915 to 1934.
102 Minutes - Jim Dwyer 2006-01-10
Recounts the survival efforts of thousands of
people who were inside the World Trade Center
on the morning of September 11, in an account
that also raises questions about building safety
and New York's emergency preparedness.
The Falklands War – There and Back Again Mike Norman 2018-03-30
the-first-casualty-2nd-edition-the-untold-story-of-the-falklands-war-text-only-kindle

On 1 April 1982 Major Mike Norman,
commander of Naval Party 8901, was looking
forward to a peaceful yearlong tour of duty on
the Falkland Islands. But events turned out
differently, for the next day the Argentines
invaded and he and his forty-three Royal
Marines found themselves fighting for their
lives.They took up defensive positions around
Government House and on the approach to
Stanley from Cape Pembroke to protect the
Governor Rex Hunt and delay the advance to
Stanley. They were prepared to die executing his
orders. After a desperate battle in the gardens
and even inside the house against superior
numbers Rex Hunt ordered them to lay down
their arms. As the surrender took place, an
Argentine told a marine: The islands are ours
now. The response was simple: We will be back.
They were, and this is their story.The Royal
Marines of Naval Party 8901 as well as some
members of the previous detachment
volunteered to join the Task Force and, some
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seventy-five days later, the men who witnessed
the raising of the Argentine flag over the islands
on 2 April saw the triumphant return of the
Union Jack.Mike Normans dramatic account
draws on his own vivid recollections, the log
recording the defense of Government House, the
testimony of the marines under his command
and newly released files from government
archives. It is a powerful and moving tribute to
the marines who confronted the Argentines
when they invaded and then fought to force
them out.
The Yompers - Ian Gardiner 2012-04-19
Called to action on 2 April 1982, the men of 45
Commando Royal Marines assembled from
around the world to sail 8,000 miles to recover
the Falkland Islands from Argentine invasion.
Lacking helicopters and short of food, they
yomped in appalling weather carrying
overloaded rucksacks, across the roughest
terrain. Yet for a month in mid-winter, they
remained a cohesive fighting-fit body of men.
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They then fought and won the highly successful
and fierce night battle for Two Sisters, a 1,000
foot high mountain which was the key to the
defensive positions around Stanley.This is a first
hand story of that epic feat, but it is much more
than that. The first to be written by a company
commander in the Falklands War, the book gives
a compelling, vivid description of the yomp and
infantry fighting, and it also offers penetrating
insights into the realities of war at higher levels.
It is a unique combination of descriptive writing
about front-line fighting and wider reflections on
the Falklands War, and conflict in general.Gritty
and moving; sophisticated, reflective and funny,
this book offers an abundance of timeless truths
about war.Postscript: Yomping was the word
used by the Commandos for carrying heavy
loads on long marches. It caught the publics
imagination during this short but bitter
campaign and epitomized the grim
determination and professionalism of our troops.
The Outpost - Jake Tapper 2012-11-13
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The basis of the film starring Orlando Bloom and
Scott Eastwood, The Outpost is the
heartbreaking and inspiring story of one of
America's deadliest battles during the war in
Afghanistan, acclaimed by critics everywhere as
a classic. At 5:58 AM on October 3rd, 2009,
Combat Outpost Keating, located in
frighteningly vulnerable terrain in Afghanistan
just 14 miles from the Pakistani border, was
viciously attacked. Though the 53 Americans
there prevailed against nearly 400 Taliban
fighters, their casualties made it the deadliest
fight of the war for the U.S. that year. Four
months after the battle, a Pentagon review
revealed that there was no reason for the troops
at Keating to have been there in the first place.
In The Outpost, Jake Tapper gives us the
powerful saga of COP Keating, from its
establishment to eventual destruction,
introducing us to an unforgettable cast of
soldiers and their families, and to a place and
war that has remained profoundly distant to
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most Americans. A runaway bestseller, it makes
a savage war real, and American courage
manifest. "The Outpost is a mind-boggling, alltoo-true story of heroism, hubris, failed strategy,
and heartbreaking sacrifice. If you want to
understand how the war in Afghanistan went off
the rails, you need to read this book." -- Jon
Krakauer
The First Casualty - Ricky Phillips 2018-03-20
April 2nd 1982 - the day that the Falklands War
erupted. Just sixty Royal Marines stood in the
way of an armada of thousands, 8,000 miles
from home and with no support. The story that
followed was one of a shameful defeat and
ignominious surrender. A story which has lasted
for 35 years. Now, with first-hand accounts from
the Royal Marines themselves, from the
Argentine Marines who fought against them and
from the people of Stanley who watched the
battle rage on their very doorsteps, a new
history has emerged. It is the story of an epic
and heroic defence on a scale with Rorke's Drift;
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a story which neither the British nor the
Argentine governments wanted told. It is a
battle denied; the battle of Stanley, a battle
which - we are told - never happened.The second
edition has updated stories, more information
and is an even more dramatic read!
First Casualty - Toby Harnden 2021-09-07
An award-winning journalist reveals the
dramatic true story of the CIA's Team Alpha, the
first Americans to be dropped behind enemy
lines in Afghanistan after 9/11. America is
reeling; Al-Qaeda has struck and thousands are
dead. The country scrambles to respond, but the
Pentagon has no plan for Afghanistan—where
Osama bin Laden masterminded the attack and
is protected by the Taliban. Instead, the CIA
steps forward to spearhead the war. Eight CIA
officers are dropped into the mountains of
northern Afghanistan on October 17, 2001. They
are Team Alpha, an eclectic band of linguists,
tribal experts, and elite warriors: the first
Americans to operate inside Taliban territory.
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Their covert mission is to track down Al- Qaeda
and stop the terrorists from infiltrating the
United States again. First Casualty places you
with Team Alpha as the CIA rides into battle on
horseback alongside the warlord Abdul Rashid
Dostum. In Washington, DC, few trust that the
CIA men, the Green Berets, and the Americans’
outnumbered Afghan allies can prevail before
winter sets in. On the ground, Team Alpha is
undeterred. The Taliban is routed but hatches a
plot with Al-Qaeda to hit back. Hundreds of
suicidal fighters, many hiding weapons, fake a
surrender and are transported to Qala-i
Jangi—the “Fort of War.” Team Alpha’s Mike
Spann, an ex-Marine, and David Tyson, a
polyglot former Central Asian studies academic,
seize America’s initial opportunity to extract
intelligence from men trained by bin
Laden—among them a young Muslim convert
from California. The prisoners revolt and one
CIA officer falls—the first casualty in America’s
longest war, which will last two decades. The
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other CIA man shoots dead the Al-Qaeda
jihadists attacking his comrade. To survive, he
must fight his way out against overwhelming
odds. Award-winning author Toby Harnden
gained unprecedented access to all living Team
Alpha members and every level of the CIA.
Superbly researched, First Casualty draws on
extensive interviews, secret documents, and
deep reporting inside Afghanistan. As gripping
as any adventure novel, yet intimate and
profoundly moving, it tells how America found a
winning strategy only to abandon it. Harnden
reveals that the lessons of early victory and the
haunting foretelling it contained—unreliable
allies, ethnic rivalries, suicide attacks, and
errant US bombs—were ignored, tragically
fueling a twenty-year conflict. "Masterful,
complex, and heartfelt, from the deeply personal
to the critically strategic. Captures many lessons
on many levels." —Ambassador Hank Crumpton,
former senior CIA officer
Crusade - Rick Atkinson 1993
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Integrating interviews with individuals ranging
from senior policymakers to frontline soldiers, a
look at the Persian Gulf War shows how the
conflict transformed modern warfare
Under Fire - 2004
From the front line of the Iraq War, the book
presents gripping personal stories of Reuters
correspondents who capture the mood of the
soldiers who fought in the conflict and the
ordinary people caught up in it. The Reuters
journalists include : Luke Baker, Samia Nakhoul,
Andrew Gray, David Fox, Matthew Green, Nadim
Ladki, Caroline Drees, John Chalmers, Adrian
Croft, Sean Maguire, Mike Collett-White,
Christine Hauser, Michael Georgy, Saul Hudson,
and Rosalind Russell.
Ashley's War - Gayle Tzemach Lemmon
2015-04-21
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From Gayle
Tzemach Lemmon, author of the New York
Times bestseller The Dressmaker of Khair
Khana, comes the story of a unique team of
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women who answered the call to get as close to
the fight as the Army had ever allowed women to
be, including one beloved soldier who was killed
serving her country’s cause In 2010, the Army
created Cultural Support Teams, a secret pilot
program to insert women alongside Special
Operations soldiers battling in Afghanistan. The
Army reasoned that women could play a unique
role on Special Ops teams: accompanying their
male colleagues on raids and, while those
soldiers were searching for insurgents,
questioning the mothers, sisters, daughters and
wives living at the compound. Their presence
had a calming effect on enemy households, but
more importantly, the CSTs were able to search
adult women for weapons and gather crucial
intelligence. They could build
relationships—woman to woman—in ways that
male soldiers in an Islamic country never could.
In Ashley's War, Gayle Tzemach Lemmon uses
on-the-ground reporting and a finely tuned
understanding of the complexities of war to tell
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the story of CST-2, a unit of women hand-picked
from the Army to serve in this highly specialized
and challenging role. The pioneers of CST-2
proved for the first time, at least to some
grizzled Special Operations soldiers, that women
might be physically and mentally tough enough
to become one of them. The price of this
professional acceptance came in personal loss
and social isolation: the only people who really
understand the women of CST-2 are each other.
At the center of this story is a friendship
cemented by "Glee," video games, and the
shared perils and seductive powers of up-close
combat. At the heart of the team is the tale of a
beloved and effective soldier, Ashley White.
Much as she did in her bestselling The
Dressmaker of Khair Khana, Lemmon transports
readers to a world they previously had no idea
existed: a community of women called to fulfill
the military's mission to "win hearts and minds"
and bound together by danger, valor, and
determination. Ashley's War is a gripping
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combat narrative and a moving story of
friendship—a book that will change the way
readers think about war and the meaning of
service.
Eruption: The Untold Story of Mount St. Helens Steve Olson 2016-03-07
A riveting history of the Mount St. Helens
eruption that will "long stand as a classic of
descriptive narrative" (Simon Winchester). For
months in early 1980, scientists, journalists, and
nearby residents listened anxiously to rumblings
from Mount St. Helens in southwestern
Washington State. Still, no one was prepared
when a cataclysmic eruption blew the top off of
the mountain, laying waste to hundreds of
square miles of land and killing fifty-seven
people. Steve Olson interweaves vivid personal
stories with the history, science, and economic
forces that influenced the fates and futures of
those around the volcano. Eruption delivers a
spellbinding narrative of an event that changed
the course of volcanic science, and an epic tale
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of our fraught relationship with the natural
world.
The First Casualty - Ricky D. Phillips 2019-04
Epistemology - Ernest Sosa 2018-12-04
One of the world's leading epistemologists
provides a sophisticated, revisionist introduction
to the subject In this concise book, one of the
world’s leading epistemologists provides a
sophisticated, revisionist introduction to the
problem of knowledge in Western philosophy.
Modern and contemporary accounts of
epistemology tend to focus on limited questions
of knowledge and skepticism, such as how we
can know the external world, other minds, the
past through memory, the future through
induction, or the world’s depth and structure
through inference. This book steps back for a
better view of the more general issues posed by
the ancient Greek Pyrrhonists. Returning to and
illuminating this older, broader epistemological
tradition, Ernest Sosa develops an original
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account of the subject, giving it substance not
with Cartesian theology but with science and
common sense. Descartes is a part of this
ancient tradition, but he goes beyond it by
considering not just whether knowledge is
possible in the first place, but also how we can
properly attain it. In Cartesian epistemology,
Sosa finds a virtue-theoretic account, one that
he extends beyond the Cartesian context. Once
epistemology is viewed in this light, many of its
problems can be solved or fall away. The result
is an important reevaluation of epistemology
that will be essential reading for students and
teachers.
Merrill's Marauders - Gavin Mortimer
2013-11-15
From late 1941 through 1942, Japan overran
much of the Pacific, including Burma. In March
1943, British Gen. Orde Wingate and his famed
long-range penetration unit, the "Chindits," cut
through the Burmese jungle, skirmishing with
Japanese troops, destroying bridges, and cutting
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rail lines. Their advance and success shocked
the Japanese, who had been conquering East
Asia at an unstoppable pace. The Chindits'
success, however, came at a price: they lost onethird of their three thousand men during the
two-month-long mission. But though the Chindits
were ultimately pushed back to India, their
mission set the foundation for long-range
penetration troops into Japanese-controlled
territory. Months later, in August 1943, a call
went out for three thousand American troops to
volunteer for a hazardous secret mission in the
Burmese jungle. Casualties were expected to be
85 percent. Despite these unfavorable odds, the
required number of troops was raised,
comprising men with varied military and
personal backgrounds, such as Sioux and
Japanese-Americans who later formed the core
of the unit's elite intelligence and
reconnaissance platoons. Code-named "Unit
Galahad" but lacking an official designation,
they were christened the "Dead End Kids" by an
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embedded newspaper correspondent. After Col.
Charles Hunter, the unit's commander during
training, was reassigned to second-in-command
and replaced by Brig. Gen. Frank Merrill, other
members of the press coined the more popular
nickname for the unit that eventually stuck:
Merrill's Marauders. After training for months in
India, the Marauders made their way into Burma
in February 1944 and cut their way over
mountain passes and through thick jungle
growth, fighting off malaria and dysentery. The
Marauders continued their trek through the
Burmese jungle and engaged in several
skirmishes with Japanese troops on their way to
their ultimate goal: capturing the vital Japanesecontrolled airstrip at Myitkyina, which linked
northern Burma to the rest of the country. Once
the airfield was captured through a series of
brilliant outflanking movements assisted by
Chinese units and Kachin hill tribes, the
Marauders dug in to defend it until troops from
the First Chinese Army arrived. Only two
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hundred of the original three thousand
Marauders remained in fighting condition when
the support came. General Joseph Stilwell
reorganized the group with reinforcements and
then focused on taking the town of Myitkyina,
which the Allies finally wrestled from the
Japanese in August 1943. For their bravery in
the harshest fighting conditions, the group
received a Presidential Unit Citation, six
Distinguished Service Crosses, four Legions of
Merit, and forty-four Silver Stars. "Merrill's
Marauders" is the story of this highly decorated
unit, one of the toughest special forces units of
World War II. Author bio: Award-winning
historian Gavin Mortimer is one of the world's
foremost experts on World War II special forces.
His history of the wartime Special Air Service
was praised by the BBC as "a highly
authoritative but also absorbing account," and it
is currently under option from GK-TV in
Hollywood. He has also written "The Daring
Dozen: Special Forces Legends of World War II,"
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a study of twelve of the most influential wartime
special forces soldiers from the United States,
Britain, and Germany. He contributes regularly
to "World War II" magazine, "MHQ" ("Military
History Quarterly)," and other historical
publications on both sides of the Atlantic.
Hellfire Boys - Theo Emery 2017-11-14
An explosive look into the dawn of chemical
warfare during World War I "A terrifying piece
of history that almost no one knows." - Hampton
Sides In 1915, when German forces executed the
first successful gas attack of World War I, the
world watched in horror as the boundaries of
warfare were forever changed. Cries of
barbarianism rang throughout Europe, yet Allied
nations immediately jumped into the fray,
kickstarting an arms race that would redefine a
war already steeped in unimaginable horror.
Largely forgotten in the confines of history, the
development of the U.S. Chemical Warfare
Service in 1917 left an indelible imprint on
World War I. This small yet powerful division,
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along with the burgeoning Bureau of Mines,
assembled research and military unites devoted
solely to chemical weaponry, outfitting
regiments with hastily made gas-resistant
uniforms and recruiting scientists and engineers
from around the world into the fight. As the
threat of new gases and more destructive
chemicals grew stronger, the chemists' secret
work in the laboratories transformed into an
explosive fusion of steel, science, and gas on the
battlefield. Drawing from years of research,
Theo Emery brilliantly shows how World War I
quickly spiraled into a chemists' war, one led by
the companies of young American engineersturned-soldiers who would soon become known
as the "Hellfire Boys." As gas attacks began to
mark the heaviest and most devastating battles,
these brave and brilliant men were on the front
lines, racing against the clock-and the Germansto protect, develop, and unleash the latest
weapons of mass destruction.
Vietnam - Stanley Karnow 1997-06-01
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"A landmark work...The most complete account
to date of the Vietnam tragedy." -The
Washington Post Book World This monumental
narrative clarifies, analyzes, and demystifies the
tragic ordeal of the Vietnam war. Free of
ideological bias, profound in its undertsanding,
and compassionate in its human portrayls , it is
filled with fresh revelations drawn from secret
documents and from exclusive interviews with
participants-French, American, Vietnamese,
Chinese: diplomats, military commanders, high
government officials, journalists, nurses,
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workers, and soldiers. Originally published a
companion to the Emmy-winning PBS series,
Karnow's defining book is a precursor to Ken
Burns's ten-part forthcoming documentary
series, The Vietnam War. Vietnam: A History
puts events and decisions into such sharp focus
that we come to understand - and make peace
with - a convulsive epoch of our recent history.
"This is history writing at its best." -Chicago
Sun-Times "Even those of us who think we know
something about it will read with fascination." The New York Times
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